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BRILLIANT  POINTS  OF  CURVES  AND  SURFACES*

BY

WILLIAM  H.   ROEVEE

Introduction.

The geometrical investigations of this paper may best be introduced by a con-

crete optical illustration.    We select the following one.

When a circular saw, which has been polished with emery while rotating in

a lathe, is illuminated by a strong light — as for instance an electric arc — an

observer will see in the saw a well defined curve of light. Photographs of this

curve are shown in Fig. 1. The surface of the saw, with the circular scratches

it has received by the particles of emery during the process of polishing, may be

regarded as a corrugated surface of revolution. The curve of light is the

assemblage of images of the electric arc in the corrugations of this reflecting

surface. Neighboring images are very near together and therefore the assem-

blage of images resembles a continuous curve of light. In optics the points of

light which have just been called images are called brilliant points. These

points may be defined geometrically as follows :

Definition a. A point F is said to be a brilliant point of a surface t with

respect to two points Px and P2,^ when the segments of right lines PPX and

PP2 He in one plane through the normal to t at P and the angle Px PP2 is

bisected internally by this normal.     See Fig. 2.

In order to determine the geometric nature of the curve of light, let us make

the following assumptions :

1) The corrugated surface which approximates the surface of the saw, may

itself be approximated by tori ^ of small radius.

2) A brilliant point of a tubular surface J (in particular of a torus) of small

radius may be replaced by the point which it approaches as the radius ap-

proaches zero.

* Presented to the Society February 29, 1908.    Received for publication February 13, 1908.

t Px and P2 correspond to the point source of light and the eye of the observer respectively.

% A tubular surface is the envelope of a sphere of constant radius whose center describes a

<¡urve. The radius of the sphere is called the radius of the tubular surface, and the space curve

its axis.    A torus is a tubular surface with a circular axis.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 17 245
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In order to state the relation which defines the limit point of the second

assumption, let us make

Definition b. A point F is said to be a brilliant point of the curve c with

respect to the two points Px and P2, when the segments of right lines PPX

and FP2 make supplementary angles with one of the directions of the tangent

to c at P.    See Fig. 2.

It is not difficult to convince one's self that a brilliant point of a tubular

surface of small radius approaches a brilliant point of the axis as the radius

approaches zero.    The problem under consideration is thus reduced to

Problem A. Find the locus of the brilliant points of a family of concen-

tric circles with reaped to the pointa Px and P2, which do not neceaaarily lie

in the common plane of the circles.

In the course of a solution of this problem it is desirable to consider also a

point which is defined by replacing the word " supplementary " by the word

Fig. 2.

" equal " in Definition b. Such a point we will call a virtual brilliant point of

the curve c with respect to Px and P2.* Similarly, if we replace the word

"internally" by the word u.externally" in Definition a, we define what we

will call a virtual brilliant point of the surface t with respect to Px and P2.

Let us call these two definitions the complements of Definitions b and a

respectively.

In Fig. 3, which shows on the opposite sides of AB the two planes of descrip-

tive geometry, the heavy full line represents the locus of brilliant points of

* When PPX and PP, are each perpendicular to the tangent to c at P, this definition and Defini-

tion 6 overlap. To be more precise, we apply the classification of § 1 to this case by putting

Xi==ar—at, Yt=y—h, Zi=z—«(<=!, 2), where a¡, 5<, c.are the coordinates of Pi (» = 1, 2).
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Problem A, and the heavy dashed line the locus of virtual brilliant points.

The photographs in Fig. 1 do not show the locus of virtual brilliant points.*

While a curve or surface usually has only a finite number of brilliant points,

there are exceptional cases. Every point of » {oipAhypMbWd of revolution} is a

{vwuainbrm'°ntpoint} wi*n respect to its foci. If an ellipse and hyperbola lie in

perpendicular planes and are so placed that the vertices of each are the foci of

the other, every point of either curve is a brilliant point or a virtual brilliant

point with respect to any two points of the other.

Problem A may be generalized in several ways. One of the generalizations

is the following :

Problem B. Find the locus of the brilliant points and virtual brilliant

points of a two-parameter family of curves with respect to two points Px

and P2.f

The term congruence is used to signify a two-parameter family of curves.

All the straight lines which pass through the point Px (or P2) form a rectilinear

congruence. Problem B may be generalized by replacing the rectilinear con-

gruences corresponding to Px and P2 by two general curvilinear congruences.

In Part I (§§ 1—5) this generalized problem is stated, solved, and discussed.

In Part II (§§ 6-8) the generalized problem of brilliant points of surfaces is

discussed. In Part III (§§9, 10) the conditions are discussed under which

some of the results of Parts I and II may be given special geometrical and

optical interpretations.

I.  Brilliant Points of Curves.

§ 1. Definitions and classification.

A congruence may be represented by the system of differential equations

dx    du    dz\\

X    Y    Z \\ +

in which X, Y, Z : a) ave single valued, continuous real functions of the rect-

angular Cartesian coordinates x,y,z; b) have first partial derivatives which are

continuous ; c) do not all vanish at the same point.    Let 2 denote the region

*It is possible to find a family of curves such that if the surface of the saw were scratched

along these instead of along the concentric circles formed by the emery particles during the

process of polishing, the locus of the brilliant points would be the curve which for the circles is

the locus of virtual brilliant points, and the locus of the virtual brilliant points would be the

curve which for the circles is the locus of brilliant points. This is a consequence of the corollary

to Theorem 7.

f For a solution of this problem, without derivation, together with some applications see a

paper by the author, Annals of Mathematics, ser. 2, vol. 3 (1902), p. 113.

i This expresses that each of the three determinants of the matrix vanishes.

(1)
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in which these conditions are satisfied.    Through each point of 2 there passes

one, and only one,* curve of the congruence (l).f

The two systems of differential equations

(2)
dx    dy    dz

X    Y   Z:
= 0 (¿ = 1,2),

in which X{, Yi, Zi satisfy conditions a),b),c) in 2, represent two other con-

gruences.

Definition 1. Let c be a curve with a continuously turning tangent which

lies in 2. A point P on c is said to be a brilliant point of c with respect to

the two congruences (2), when the curves of the two congruences (2) which pass

through P make equal angles with c at P.

In order to make a classification we will assign to each of the congruences

(2) a direction of propagation. For this purpose we define AT, Y{, Z{hj the

equations

(3) §rr-í- + vx-lr- + z- ""•"'
The directions of propagation for the two congruences (2) shall be determined by

the directional cosines Xx, Yx, Zx and — X2, — Y2, — Z2 respectively.

Consider first the following special cases. In describing these, let I, lx, l2

represent respectively the tangents at P to the curve c and the curves of the

two congruences (2) which pass through P.

Case I.    The tangents I, lx, l2 lie in a plane :

1) lx and l2 do not coincide ;

2) lx and l2 coincide,

a) the coincident tangents are oblique^to I,

6) the coincident tangents coincide with'Z,

c) the coincident tangents are perpendicular to I.

P

* The uniqueness follows from Condition 6 ), whioh insures the Lipschitz conditions.

fFor the purposes of this paper it is only necessary to know that a solution of (1) exists in

the immediate neighborhood of a point of 2.
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Case LT.    The tangents lx and l2 ave each perpendicular to the tangent I :

A   V

1) lx and l2 do not coincide,

2) lx and l2 coincide.*

A brilliant point which does not belong to either of these cases is said to belong

to the general case. Brilliant points which belong to the general case or to the

special case (1,1) are called actual or virtual according as the directions of prop-

agation at P of the two congruences (2) lie on the same side or on opposite

sides of the normal plane to c at P. For convenience of reference let us make

the following definitions :

Definition 2. Brilliant points which belong to the special case I are called

extra brilliant points.

Definition 3. Brilliant points which belong to the special case II are called

exceptional brilliant points.

Definition 4. Brilliant points which belong to the special cases I and II,

with the exception of those which belong to the sub-case (I, 2, a), ave called

extreme brilliant points.

§ 2.   Conditiona for brilliant points.

Let us now find the condition that a point F of the region 2 should be a

brilliant point of the curve of the congruence (1) which passes through it with

respect to the two congruences (2).

The directions of propagation at P of the congruences (2) make with one of

the directions of the curve of the congruence (1) which passes through P angles

whose cosines are proportional to

XX + YY + ZZ, (i = l,2).

Therefore the condition for a brilliant point is

(4) XXX + YYX + ZZX = ±( XX2 + YY2 + ZZf),

with the sign — for the actual, and the sign + for the virtual brilliant point.

This condition may be written as follows :

*The sub-cases (I, 2, c) and (II, 2) are identical.
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(5)
[X(XX-X2) + Y(YX- Y2) + Z(ZX- Z2)-\

x [X(XX + X.) + Y(YX + Yf) + Z(ZX + Z2)] = 0

The two factors in (5) do not vanish together unless

X-X2    Yx-Y2
(6)    X-.Y.Z

Y-Y2    Z-Z2 Zx—Z2    Xx—X2

Yx + Y2    Zx+Z2\ \ZX+Z2   Xx+X2\ \XX+X2    Yx+Y2

but these equations are the conditions for the special cases after (I, 1).

Let the product of the left member of equation (5) and the non-vanishing

expression

(X2X + Y2X + Z\)-(X22 + Y\ + Z\)

be denoted by ii.     We shall find it convenient to express Í2 in other forms.

For this purpose let

U=

Ux =

ü2 =

B =

Yx    Zx

Y   Zn

r2

Y

Y

z2

Z

z

Zi

w

\Y    Z

V.-

v2=

8 =

zx  xx

Z2       *2

Z2       *2

X

X

*i

u

X

z

z

Zi

w

W--

wx =

w2 =

T=

Xx    Yx

X,    Y

X

X

Y2

Y

Y

X,    Y,

U

X

V

Y

Then

(7) n

t^XX + YYt + ZZ;

t\    X\ + Y\ + Z\\

t\    X\ + Y\ + Z22\

The rigTrt member of (7) may be written

t\   (B2 + 82+ T2)(X\ + Y\ + Z\)-(U2+ V2+W2)t\

t\    (B2+ 82+ T2)(X\ + Y\ + Z\)- (U2+ V2+W2)t\

(•=1,2).

B2 + 82+T2

which, by means of the identities

(i?2 + 82 + T2)(X\ + Y\ + Z2f) - (U2 + V2 + W2)t2

_ =(BXi + SYi+TZi)2    (i = i,2),*
(8)

*See footnote to formulas (25).
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may be written

! tx   BXX + SYX + TZX

\t,   BX2+8Y,+ TZ,

tx    -(BXX + SYX+TZX)

t. BX2 + S Y + TZ2

Hence, by the identity

R2 +  S2 +   T2

(9)

(10)
Since

(11)

B2 + S2+T2 =
tx    BXX + 8YX + TZX

t2   BX2+8Y2+TZ2

il = tx(BX2 + 8Y2 + TZ2) + t2(BXx + 8YX + TZf)

BXX + SYX + TZX = UU2 + VV2 + WW2, f

BX2 + 8Y2 +TZX = - [UUX + VVX + WWx~\,-f

we also have, from (10),

(m si= uu2 + vv2 + ww2  XXX + YYX + ZZX
{   ' UUX + VVX + WWX    XX2+YY2 + ZZ2

The proportion (6) may be written

X:Y:Z= U-.V-.W,

B = 8=T=0.

X

or

(13)

The foregoing results may be expressed as follows :

Theorem 1. The necessary and sufficient condition that a point P of the

region 2 should be a brilliant point of the curve of the congruence (1) which

passes through it, with respect to the two congruences (2), is that Í1 = 0 for

P. Furthermore, when B2+ 82 + T2 > 0, P is actual or virtual according

as it causes the second or the first of the factors in equation (5) to vanish ;

and when B = 8 = T=0, P belongs to the special cases after (I, 1).

*See footnote to formula (27).

t Different expansions of the determinants

V    V    W

Zi = z — d

X    Y   Z

Xi   Y   Z,

t If, in the left member of (12), we put

Xi = x — o¡,        Yi = y — h,

OF,    dFx
du       dz

X =
dj\    dF_2

dy      dz

we obtain the left member of equation (6), p. 117, of the paper in the Annals.

(i = l, 2).

(1 = 1,2),

dz       Bx

BF,    BF2

Bz      Bx

Z =

BFX 8J\
Bx By

BF2 BF,

Bx By
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§ 3.   Conditions for special cases.

We will now take up a discussion of the special cases referred to at the end

of § 1. This discussion will prove of fundamental importance when we come to

the subject of brilliant points of surfaces.

Extra brilliant points. The necessary and sufficient condition that the three

tangents I, lx, l2 should lie in a plane is

X     Y    Z

(14) A = Xx    Yx    Zx

X2    Y2    Z2

= 0.

Therefore the conditions for an extra brilliant point are

(15) n = o,       A = 0.

These conditions may be expressed in another form by means of the identity

(16)

Y Z

Yx + Y2   Zx + Z2

Y Z

Z,-Z,Y — Y-1 1       -1 2

+

+

z

Zi + Z2

z

Zi-Z2

X

xx + x2

X

Xx — X2

+

+

X

x+x2

X

X-*2

Y

Y+Y

y   n

il2 + 4(X2 + Y2+Z2)(X2x + Y2X + Z2X)(X22 + Y22+Z22)A2

(X2x + Yj + Z\)2-(X\ + Y\ + Z\)2

from which it follows that, when the equations (15) are satisfied, either

X Y Z

Xx + X2    Yx + Y2   Zx + Z2
(17) = 0,

or

Y —Y1 1 -1 2 Zi-Z2\
(18)

and conversely.

The system of equations (17) [or (18)] might be obtained as the solution of

the pair of equations consisting of (14) and the equation obtained by equating

to zero the first (or the second) factor of the left member of (5). In getting

(17) and (18) in this way it is assumed that the two sets of equations

(19) Xx - X2 = Yx - Y2 = Zx - Z2 = 0,   Xx + X2=Yx + Y2=Zx+Z2=0,

are not satisfied, i. e., that U2 + V2 + W2 > 0 .f    But when the first (or sec-

ond) of the sets of equations (19) is satisfied, equations (18) [or (17)] are satisfied.

*See footnote to formula (28).

n(x1-x2Y + (Yl-Y2Y+(zl-ziY-\+(xx+x1Y + (Yl + Y¡Y+(zx+ziy-\

r/2 _|_ V2 _|_ W2
= 4

identically.    See footnote to formulas (21).
(X\ + Y\ + Z\)(X\ + Yl+Z\)
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The foregoing results may be expressed as follows :

Theorem 2. The necessary and sufficient conditions that a point P of the

region 2 should be an extra brilliant point of the curve of the congruence (1)

which passes through it, with respect to the two congruences (2), may be

expressed in either of the following two ways: a) the system of equations (15)

¿s satisfied by P, b) either the system of equations (17) or the system of equations

(18) is satisfied by P. Furthermore, when U2 + V2 + W2 > 0, F belongs

to case (I, 1), being an actual extra brilliant point when it satisfies (18) and a

virtual extra brilliant point when it satisfies (17) / and when U= V= W= 0,

P belongs to case (I, 2).*

Exceptional Brilliant Points.    The following theorem is evident :

Theorem 3.     The necessary and sufficient conditions that a point P of the

region 2 should be an exceptional brilliant point of the curve of the congruence

(1) which passes through it, with respect to the two congruences (2), are that

t. = 0, (i = 1, 2)/or P.    Furthermore, when U2 + V2+W2>0,P belongs

to case (II, 1) ; and when U = V= W= 0, P belongs to Case (II, 2).

Extreme Brilliant Points.    The following theorem will now be proved :

Theorem 4.    The necessary and sufficient conditions that a point P of the

region 2 should be an extreme brilliant point of the curve of the congruence

(1) which passes through it, with respect to the two congruences (2), is that P

satisfies the three equations

Ü2

Ui
= 0, h V2

h   vx
0, l«l w2

k w;= 0.f

Corollary.    When the second of the congruences (2) coincides with the first

throughout 2, these equations become

Therefore either
i^-0,      >txVx = 0,       txWx = 0.

tx = 0       or        UX = VX = WX = Q.

and

For special cases (I, 2, b) and (I, 2, c) the conditions are

U=V=W=Ui=- Vi=Wi=0

U=V=W = U = 0

(1 = 1,2),

(< = l,2)

respectively.    The last of these are given in Theorem 3, since the oases (I, 2, c) and (II, 2) are

identical.

f Any one of these equations is dependent on the other two, sinoe the left members satisfy the

identity
I«,    U,

k uï + Y
h    VA

+ Z

in virtue of the identities

t,    Vx

XUi + YVi + ZWi = 0

k   w,
h   wx

= 1,2).
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The curves of the two congruences under consideration which pass through a

point P, are perpendicular when F satisfies the equation t = 0, and tangent

when P satisfies the system of equations Ux = Vx = Wx = 0.

In order to prove Theorem 4 it will be necessary to establish a few more

identities.

From the well known identity

(20)
+ 1 \=(a2x + b2x + c2x)-(a22 + b\ + c\)

(axa2+ bxb2+ c,cx)2,

(21)

immediately follow the identities

U\ + V\ + W\ = (X2 +Y2 + Z2)(X\+Y\ + Z\) - t\,

U\ + V\ + W\ = (X2 + Y2 + Z2)(X\ +Y\+Z2x)-t\*

(22) B2 + 82 + T2 = (X2 + Y2 + Z2)(U2 + V2+ W2) - A2.

From (20) and the well known identities f

(23)

Vx    Wx

y 2 w2

V

V

Vi

w

w

= XA,

= XXA,

\WX    Ux

\w. u.\

w2

w

w

u2

u

u
wx  ux

= YA,

=rxA,

=r2A,

Ier.

k
\u2

\u

\u

Vt

v2

V2

V

V

\U,    V,

= ZA,

= ZXA,

= Z2A,

immediately follow the identities

[uxu2 + vx v2 + wxw2y = (u\ + v\ + w\)(U22 +v\ + w\)

-(X2+ Y2 + Z2)A2,

[uux + vvx + wwxy = (u2 +v2 + w2)(u\ + v\ + w\)
-(X¡ + Y¡ + Z22)A24

[uu2 + vv2 + ww2y= (U2 + v2 + w2)(U22 + v\ + w\)

-(X2X + Y\+Z2X)A2.%

(24)

(25)

»Similarly U°+ V+ W' = (X*+ Y\ +Z\ ) ( X\+ Y\ + Z\ )-(XxX,+ Yx Y, + ZxZf)\
whioh enables one to get the identity in the footnote to equations (19).

t From the theory of determinants.

X By (11) the left members become respectively

(BXi + SYi+TZiY (< = 2,1),

and by (21) and (22) the right members become respectively

( S2 + S2 + T2 ) ( X2 + Y2 + Z2 ) — i2. ( O2 + V2 + W2 ) 1=2,1),

whence follows (8).
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The identities
«i^i + t2ü2 = AX- (X2 + Y2 + Z2)U,

(26) txVx + t2V2 = AY-(X2 + Y2+Z*)V,

txWx + t2W2 = AZ - (X2 + Y2 + Z2)W,

are easily established.    From them and (22) is obtained the identity

(27) {tlUl + ^ + {hVl + ^ + (tlWl + t2W*y

= (X2 + Y2 + Z2)(B2 + 82 + T2).*

The product of the left member of (27) and the expression

(txUx-t2U2)2 + (txVx-t2V2)2 + (txWx-t2W2)2
is

lt\(U\ + V\ + W\) + t\(U\ + V\ + W2)-]2 - 4t\t\[UxU2 + VXV2 + Wx Wfy

which by means of (24) becomes

[t\(U\ + V\ + W\)- t\(U22 + V\ + W\)y + 4t\t\(X2 + Y2 + Z2)A2.

By means of (21) and (7) the first term of this expression is [(X2+ Y2+ Z2)€í]2

and therefore we have the identity

(28) [R* + 82 + T2]
h    ü2

Ux
+

«.   v,

Vi
+

t. w2

*, wx

= ( X2 + Y2 + Z2 ) il2 + 4t\ t\ A2 f.

■■ Multiplying identities (26) by U, V, W and adding, we obtain

t,   —(UU2+VV,+ WW2)

t,       uux + vvx + wwx
= A"—( x2 + y* -f z1 ) ( i/2 + r2 + w2 ),

which by (11) and (22), becomes identity (9).

t In a similar manner identity (16) is obtained :

U. Vi

\Yx±Yt    ZX±Z2\      VX\+Y\ + Z\      VXl + Yl + Zi

\     Z XI V2 V,

\ZX±Z2    X,d=X,|      VXl+Yl + Zi      VXl + Yl

w2 wx

|X,±X,   YX±Y2\      VX\ + Y\+Z\      \/X\ + Yl+Z\

where the upper signs are read together and the lower are read together.    The product of the
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From identity (28) the following three lemmas are deduced :

Lemma I.    If the point P of the region 2 satisfies the two equations

(29) Í2 = 0,        A = 0,
and the inequality

(30) lf2 + V2 + W2>0,

or if it satisfies the two equations

(31) tx = 0,        t2 = 0,

it then also satisfies the three equations

(32)
U2

= 0,
«,   v.

= 0,
w2

w.
= 0.

Lemma II. If the point P of the region 2 satisfies the three equations (32)

and the inequality (30), it then also satisfies either a) the two equations (29)

and the inequality txt2+- 0, or b) the two equations (31) and the inequality

A=4=0.
Lemma III.    If the point P of the region 2 satisfies the three equations

(33) u=r=w=o,

it does not satisfy the three equations (32), except when either

(34) u=v=w=ui = ri = wi = o
or

(35) C7=V=W=ti = 0

The proofs follow :

When A=0 and U2+ V2+ W2>0, it follows from (22) that B2+ S2+ T2>0.

Therefore it follows from (28) that, when equations (29) and inequality (30) are

satisfied,equations (32) are satisfied. When tx= t2= 0, equations (32) are evi-

dently satisfied.    Hence Lemma I is proved.

sums of the squares for each reading of sign is

(¿ = 1,2),

(i = l,2).

lx\
vi + wi . u\ + v\ + wy

+
lUtUi + r.Vi+WjWïY

which by means of (24) becomes

+ VI + WI      Uf+Vj + Wl-]
IXj

+ 4

(Xl + Y\+Zl)(Xl + Yi + Ziy

_( X2 + Y2 + Z2 ) A2_

+ Y\ + Z\     X\+Y\ + Z\\   '     (X2 + Yl+Z\)(Xl + Yl + Z2)

By means of (21) and (7) the first term of this expression is

\_(X\ + Yl+Zl)(Xl

and therefore we have identity (16).

■ Y\ + Z\)Y
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In order to prove Lemma II it is first necessary to show that when equations

(32) are satisfied, one of the two expressions tx, t2 cannot vanish unless the

other vanishes also.    For let us suppose either

tx = 0        or        t2 = 0.

Then equations (32) become either

t2U2 = t2V2 = t2W2 = 0        or        txUx = txVx = txWx = 0

respectively.    But by (21)

ui + v22 + w22>o     or     ui + r* + wi>o.
Therefore

t2 = 0        or        tx = 0.

Now let us suppose equations (32) to be satisfied.    Then by (28) the equations

il = 0        and        txt2A = 0

are satisfied.    Therefore, by the first part of this proof, either

Í1 = 0        and        A = 0
or

tx = 0        and t2=0*

In order to show that the system of equations í;=0(¿=l,2), and the equa-

tion A = 0 cannot be simultaneously satisfied when U2 + V2 + W2 > 0, let us

solve the system of equations

ti = XX+YY+ZiZ = 0 (1-1, t).
The solution is

X: Y:Z= U : V : W.

When A=0 and U2+ V2+ W2>0, it follows from (22) that B2+82+T2>0.

But from the solution, B = 8 = T = 0. Hence a contradiction, and therefore

tx =(= 0, t2 4= O.t When tt = 0 (1-1, 2) and U2 + V2 + W2> 0, it fol-

lows that B= 8= T= 0, whence by (22), A 4= 0. Hence Lemma II is proved.

When U= V= W= 0, A = 0 also, and therefore by (26),

txUx + t2U2 = tx Vx + t2V2 = txWx+t2W2 = 0.

Then the left members of equations (32) become either 2txUx, 2tx Vx, 2tx Wx or

- 2t2U2, - 2t2V2, - 2t2W2. By (21), tx and U\ + V\ + W\ cannot vanish

together, and t2 and U\ + V\ + W\ cannot vanish together. Hence under

the hypothesis U=V=W=Q, the equations (32) are not satisfied unless

either tt = 0 (¿ = 1, 2) or Ut = Vi = Wi = 0 (i = 1, 2).

From Lemmas I, II, III follows Theorem 4.

* Evidently ß = 0 when t, = 0 and t2 ■= 0.

t By first part of proof, either tx and t2 both vanish or neither vanishes.
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§ 4. Invariance of the condition for a brilliant point.

It is evident that the expression il is invariant for any point transformation

which preserves angles. An example of such a transformation is inversion with

respect to a sphere.

It is not in this sense however that the term invariance is used in this

article. It will be found that if each of the three congruences (1), (2) be

replaced by certain other congruences (each involving an arbitrary function),

Fig. 4.

the expression Í1 formed from the new congruences differs from that formed from

the old ones by only a multiplicative factor.

Change of congruence (1) alone. In Fig. 4, P represents a point of the region

2, and the right lines I and f (i=l, 2) represent tangents at F to the curves

of the congruences (1) and (2) which pass through P.   If lx and l2 ave distinct,
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i. e., if U2 + V2 + W2 > 0, the directional cosines of the bisectors of the angles

formed by lx and l2 are proportional to

(36) Xx-X2, Yx-Y2, Zx-Z2,
and

(37) Xx + X2, Yx+Y2, Zx + Z2.

Let 7Tj and 7r2 denote the planes which pass through P and are perpendicular

respectively to these bisectors. Equation (5) is the condition that I should lie

in one of the planes irx, ir2. The perpendicular planes -irx and 7r2 intersect in

the right line p, whose directional cosines are proportional to U, V, W. If I

does not coincide with p, i. e., if B2 + S2 + T2~> 0, the point P is an actual

brilliant point or a virtual brilliant point according as I lies in ir2 or irx. The

expressions B, 8, T are proportional to the directional cosines of the right

line q which passes through P and is perpendicular to I and p. The three

lines q, lx, l2 lie in one plane through P.

Let us now consider all the right lines which pass through P and lie either

in the plane of I and p, or in the plane of p and q. The directional cosines

of those which lie in the plane of I and p ave proportional to

(38) X+mU,  Y+mV, Z + mW,

and of those which lie in the plane of p and q are proportional to

(39) B + nU, 8 + nV, T+nW,

where m and n are parameters which may assume all real values. Each of

these sets of lines excludes p. The planes of the two sets are perpendicular

and intersect in p. The planes ttx and ir2 are also perpendicular and intersect

in p. Therefore, if I lies in irx ( ir2 ) all the lines of the first set also lie in

77-j (-rrf), and all those of the second set lie in '¡r2('rrx) ; and if I lies in neither irx

nor ir2 none of the lines of either set lie in -jtx or 7r2. Let c denote the curve of

congruence (1) which passes through P and therefore has I for a tangent at P,

and 7 and 8, curves which pass through P and have at P directional cosines

proportional respectively to the expressions (38) and (39). Then follows from

what has just been said : If P is an actual (a virtual) brilliant point of c with

respect to the two congruences (2), it is also an actual (a virtual) brilliant point

of y, and a virtual (an actual) brilliant point of S, with respect to the two con-

gruences (2); and if P is not a brilliant point of c it is not a brilliant point

of 7 or S.

In the portion of the region 2 for which B2 + S2 + T2 > 0, let m and n in

the expressions (38) and (39) now be regarded as functions of x, y, z which a)

are single valued and continuous, b) have first partial derivatives which are con-
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tinuous. Then each of the sets of functions (38), (39) satisfies in this region

the conditions which the set of functions X, Y, Z satisfies in 2. Therefore,

for every choice of the functions m and n, each of the two systems of differen-

tial equations

dx dy dz

(40)

(41)

X+mU   Y+mV   Z + mW

dx dy dz

B+nU     8+nV     T+nW

= 0,

= 0,

represents a congruence.    From the italicized statement above follows

Theorem 5. If, in the portion of the region ^for which B2+ 82+ T2 > 0,

F \Jinot\ a brilliant point of the curve of congruence (1) which passes through

it with respect to the two congruences (2), then it {unot} a brilliant point of the

curves of congruences (40) and (41) which pass through it with respect to the

two congruences (2), for every choice of the functions m and n. Furthermore,

if P is actual (virtual) for congruence (1) it is actual (virtual) for congruence

(40) and virtual (actual) for congruence (41).

Since the vanishing of il is the condition for a brilliant point of congruence

(1) with respect to congruences (2) (see Theorem 1), Theorem 5 suggests that the

substitution of the expressions (38) [or (39)] for X, Y, Z in il, results in an

expression which differs from il by, at most, a factor which does not vanish

when B2 + S2 + T2 > 0.    The expressions

XX + YY + ZZ. (< = l,8)

are unaltered by the first substitution and changed into the expressions

BX + SY+TZi (¿ = l,2)

by the second substitution, since  UXi + VYi + WZi =0   (i = l, 2).     The

BX+8Yi+TZi (¿ = i,2)
expressions

are unaltered by the first substitution and changed into the expressions

_ (U2 + V2 + W2)(XX, + YY¡ + ZZf) (i = i, 2)

by the second substitution.*    Therefore by (10) the expression il is unaltered

* Since
B U Xi

8 V Yi

T   W  Zi

= —(U2+ V2+ W2) (XX + YYi + ZZt).

See the next footnote.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 18
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by the first substitution and changed into the expression

(42) -'U2 + V2 + W2)a

by the second substitution.   From this analytic fact Theorem 5 might have been

deduced.

The following are interesting corollaries of Theorem 5 :

Corollary 1.    When the function m is

U2 + V2+W2'

every brilliant point of congruence (40) with respect to the congruences (2) is

an extra brilliant point.

Corollary 2. When the function n is the constant zero, every brilliant

point of the congruence (41) with respect to the congruences (2) is an extra

brilliant point.

For, in the first case the new form of A is

X+mU    Y+mV   Z + mW

AT,

= A + m(U2 + V2 + W2),

which, for the given value of m, equals zero ; and in the second case the new form

if A is

U    V    W\B 8 T

Xx Yx Zx

X2   Y2    Z2

=BU+SV+TW= X   Y    Z

U    V    W

= 0.

Change of congruences (2) alone. Let us now consider the two right lines

which pass through P (Fig. 4) and whose directional cosines are proportional

to the expressions

(43) fxXx +f2X2, fxYx +f2Y2, fxZx +f2Z2,
and

(44) f2Xx +fxX2, f2Yx +fxY2, f2Zx +fxZ2,

in which fx and f2 may have any real values not both zero.    Let these lines be

denoted by \ and X2 respectively.    They lie in the plane of lx and l2.    If lx

* When m has this form, the expressions (38) are proportional to the directional cosines of the

right line r which passes through P and is perpendicular to bothp and q (see Fig. 4).    For

S   V

T   W

T   W

B    U

B    U

S   V

= (U2 + V2+W2)X—áü,       =(U2 + V2 + W2)Y— ¿F,       =(U2 + V2+W2)Z—àW.
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and l2 are distinct and f\ —f\ 4= 0, \ and \2 are distinct. In this case the

directional cosines of the bisectors of the angles formed by \ and \2 are pro-

portional to the expressions

(45) (f-f2)(Xx-X2), (fx-f2)(Yx-Yf), (fx-f2)(Zx-Z2),
and

(46) (fx+f2)(Xx + X2), (f+f2)(Yx+Y2), (fx+f2)(Zx+Z2).

Comparing (45) and (46) with (36) and (37) respectively, we see that the bisec-

tors of the angles formed by \ and \2 are the same as those of the angles

formed by lx and l2. Therefore the planes irx and 7r2 are also perpendicular to

the bisectors of the angles formed by \x and X2.

In the portion of the region 2 for which U2 + V2 + W2 > 0, let fx and f2

of the expressions (43) and (44) now be regarded as functions of x, y, z which

a) are single valued and continuous, b) have first partial derivatives which are

continuous, c) do not both vanish at the same point. Then each of the sets of

functions (43), (44) satisfies in this region the conditions which the set of

functions X, Y, Z satisfies in 2. Therefore, for every choice of the functions

fx and f2, each of the two systems of differential equations

dx dy dz

fxXx+f2X2   fxYx+f2Y2   fxZx+f2Z2\r0,

dx dy dz

f2Xx +fiX2   f2Yx +fxY2   f2Zx +fx Z2r°

represents a congruence.*    From the last italicized statement follows

Theorem 6. If, in the portion of the region ~Zfor which U2 + V2+ W2 > 0

and fl —f\ 4= 0, P {%„„(} a brilliant point of the curve of congruence (1)

which passes through it with respect to the two congruences (2), then it {Znot} a

brilliant point of the same curve with respect to the two congruences (47) and

(48), for every choice of the functions fx andf2.

Theorem 6 may also be deduced in the following manner. If U2+ V2+ W2>0,

not all three of either of the sets of expressions (36), (37) vanish. The substi-

tution of expressions (43) for XX,YX, Zx, and expressions (44) for X2, Y2, Z2,

changes the expressions (36) and (37) into the expressions (45) and (46) respec-

tively, and therefore il into

(49) (fl-fl)n.

lifl —fl 4= 01 (49) vanishes when, and only when, il=0.    But by Theorem 1,

* If we regard congruences (2) as lines of force in fields of intensity f and/2 respectively, then

congruence (47) gives the lines of force of the resultant field. By interchanging/! and/, we get

congruence (48) as the lines of force of another field.

(47)

(48)
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il = 0 is condition that P should be a brilliant point of (1) with respect to (2).

Hence Theorem 6.

Change of all three congruences. Let the directions of propagation of the two

congruences (47) and (48) be determined by the senses of the vectors whose

projections are the expressions (43) and (44) respectively.

Adopting this convention and uniting Theorems 5 and 6 we have

Theorem 7. If, in the portion of the region 'S, for which B2+ 82+ T2>0

and fl —fl 4= 0 > F {% not) a brilliant point of the curve of congruence (1)

which passes through it with respect to the two congruences (2), then it {^mof} a

brilliant point of the curves of congruences (40) and (41) which pass through

it with respect to the two congruences (47) and (48), for every choice of the

four functions m, n, fx, f2. Furthermore, if P is actual (virtual) for

congruence (1) with respect to the two congruences (2), it is actual (virtual) for

congruence (40) and virtual (actual) for congruence (41) with respect to the

two congruences (47) and (48).

Let cr denote a surface composed of a one-parameter family of curves of con-

gruence (1). We will call this family of curves the first generation of a. Let

P in Fig. 4 be a point of cr. The tangent plane to a at P passes through I.

This tangent plane cuts the plane of p and q in the right line \. The right

lines X taken for all the points P oí a determine a second one-parameter family

of curves on cr. We will call this family the second generation of cr. The

second generation of cr is a one-parameter family of curves of congruence (41)

for a particular function n.    Therefore from Theorem 7 follows the

Corollary. In the portion of 2 for which B2+ 82+ T2>0 and/f —f\4= 0,

the locus of the brilliant points of both the first and second generations of a

with respect to the two congruences (47) and (48), for every choice of the func-

tions fx and f2, is identical with that of the first generation of a with respect to

the two congruences (2). Furthermore, the portion of this locus which is com-

posed of actual (virtual) brilliant points for the first generation of cr, is com-

posed of virtual (actual) brilliant points for the second generation of cr .*

§ 5. An illustrative example.

For the three congruences (1), (2) let us take three families of radiating right

lines.    There will be no loss of generality in taking the " radiants " of these at

the points O = (0, 0, 0) and Pi= (at, 0, c) (¿ = 1, 2).    We shall assume

ax — a2 4= 0        and        c 4= 0.
Then

X= x, Y=y,       Z=z,

Xi = x — ai,      Yt = y,      Zi = z — c, « = 1,2).

*The theorem stated on p. 121 of the paper in the Annals of Mathematics is a very

special case of this corollary.
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Thence follow

U= 0, Ux = cy, U2=—cy,

V= (ax — a2)(z — c),     Vx=a2z — cx,     V2=—axz + cx,

W=—(ax — a2)y, Wx=—a2y,        W2=axy,

ti = x2 + y2 + z2 — cz— atx (i = l,2),

B = (ax — a2)(y2 + z2 — cz),   8=(ax — a2)(- xy),    T=(ax — a2)(- xz + ex),

il = (ax — a2) • [— cx(z— c)p + (y2 + z2 — cz)cr~\,

A = — (ax — a2)cy,

ü2

Ui
= cyp, |«i    V2 =  — CXp + ZCT ,

w2

wx
= -yo

in which
p = 2(x2 + y2 + z2 — cz) — (ax + a2)x,

a = (ax + af)(x2 + y2 +z2 — cz) — 2axa2x,

and the determinant of the coefficients is ( ax — aff 4= 0.   The region 2 includes

all space except the three points O, Px, P2.

From the form of ii it follows that the locus of brilliant points of the con-

gruence of right lines of radiant O, with respect to the two points Px, P2, has

the equation

(«)

cx(z — c) ■ [2(x2 + y2 + z2 — cz) — (ax + af)x~\

+ (y2 + z2 - cz) ■ [(ax + a2)(x2 + y2 + z2 - cz) - 2axa2x] = 0.*

The three points O, Px, P2, which are excluded from 2, satisfy equation (a).

The section of the surface (a) by the plane y = 0 is the locus of extra brilliant

points (since A = 0 when y = 0 ).    It consists of the right line

(ß)

and the cubic

y = o, -c = 0,

(7)

y=o,

[— 2c(cc3-f xz2) + (ax+a2)(x2z + z3) + c(ax+ a2)(x2— z2) + 2(c2— axa2)xz = 0.

In  Fig.   5   the  right   line   passing   through  Px   and  P2   and   the   curve

AOQP2OPxB represent this locus.    The curve (7) is the locus of extra

* A method of constructing this surface is given below.    A property of the surface is given

in § 10.
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brilliant points belonging to case (I, 1) (since for it U2 + V2 + W2> 0)I,

and the line (ß) is the locus of those belonging to case (I, 2) (since for it

JJ= V= W= 0). The section of the surface (a) by the plane x = 0 is the

locus of the exceptional brilliant points (since for it tx = t2 = 0).    It is the circle

(8) 35 = 0, y2 + z2—cz=0.

This circle is a double line on the surface.    It is the curve OCQD in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5.

The locus of the extreme brilliant points is given by the three equations

cyp = Q, — cxp + zcr = 0, —ya = Q.

1) If y 4= 0, it follows from these that p = 0 and a = 0, and therefore that

cc = 0, x* + y2 + z2 — CZ=0.

But these are the equations of the circle (8).

2) If y = 0, the equation — cxp + za = 0 must be satisfied without p and cr

necessarily being zero. But these equations are those of the cubic (7). There-

fore the locus of the extreme brilliant points consists of the cubic (7) and the

circle (8).
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For this example the systems of differential equations (40) and (41) are

dx dy dz

K     y+(ai—a2)(z—c)-m(x, y, z)    z — (ax—a2)ym(x,y,z)

dx dy dz

y2+z2—cz    —xy+(z—c)-n(x,y,z)    — x(z — c)—y ■ n(x, y, z)

(«)

and

(0

267

= 0,

= 0,

respectively.    B2 + S2 + T2 > 0 for all space except the right line (ß) and the

circle (8).

1) Let us suppose the function m to be of the form

cy

(see Theorem 5, Cor. 1).    Then (e) becomes

dx dy dz

(V)
x

cy(z — c)

y + (z-c)2 + y2
z —

cy*

(z-cf + y2

The solution of (n) may be written in the form

= 0.

w y=Kx(z-c), 1 + icV

in which kx and k3 are the constants of integration.   Equations (6) represent the

two-parameter family of right lines of which a one-parameter family lies in every

plane through the right line (ß), and all the right lines in any one of these

planes pass through the point where this plane is pierced by the circle (8).

2) Let the function n in (f) be identically zero.    Then (Ç) becomes

dx dy dz

y2 + z2 — cz    —xy    — x(z — c)\
(0 = 0.

The solution of (t) may be written in the form

(*) y = Kx(z — c),        x2 + y2 + z2 = k2,

in which kx and k2 are the constants of integration.   Equations («) represent the

two-parameter family of circles of which a one-parameter family lies in every

plane through the right line (ß), and all the circles in any one of these planes

have as common center the point where this plane is pierced by the circle (8).

3) Let the function m in (e) be

x2 + y2 + z2

c(«i-«2)-y (-

the form
X2+Y2 + Z2

-A )
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Then (e) becomes

dx dy dz

w x (x2 + y2 + z2)(z - c)    _    x2 + y2 + z = 0.

The solution of (X) may be written in the form

f» x2 + y2 + z2 = K2,        Kix + (x2 + y2 + z2-cz) = d,

in which k2 and ict are the constants of integration. Equations (p) represent

the two-parameter family of circles which are the intersections of the spheres

having the origin as center with the spheres which pass through the circle ( 8),

By Theorem 5 the surface ( a ) is also the locus of the brilliant points of each

of the two-parameter family of curves (6), («), (p) with respect to the two

points Px, P2. By Corollaries l and 2 of Theorem 5, each of the brilliant

points of the right lines (6) and the circles (k) is an extra brilliant point with

respect to Px and P2.

Construction of the surface (a). The locus of the brilliant points of a

plane one-parameter family of radiating right lines with respect to two points

Px and P2, in the common plane of these lines, is easily constructed.* In Fig. 5

the cubic A O QP2 OPx B and the right line Px P2 is this locus for the right

lines which pass through O and lie in the plane x Oz, with respect to Px and P2.

This locus is the section of the surface ( a ) by the plane y=0. In order to get

the section by any other plane through Px P2, as for instance the plane which

passes through the point C of the circle OCQD, construct in this plane the

locus of brilliant points of the right lines which pass through C, with respect

to Px and P2. This locus consists of the straight line Px P2 and a cubic curve

of the same nature as AOQP2OPxB, with O replaced by C. This follows

from the fact that the surface (a) is also the locus of the brilliant points of the

two-parameter family of right lines ( 6 ).

According to the convention in § l, the direction of propagation of the con-

gruence of right lines which pass through Px, is from Px, and that of those

which pass through P2, is toward P2. Therefore the part of the curve

AOQP2OPxB (Fig. 5) which is drawn full is the locus of the actual brilliant

points of the right lines which pass through O and lie in the plane x Oz, and the

dotted part is that of the virtual brilliant points. Similarly on the other sections

of the surface (a) by the planes through PXP2, there are full and dotted parts

which have the same significance.

*See page 128 of the paper in the Annals of Mathematics to which reference has already

been made.
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For this example the system of differential equations (47) and (48) are

dx dy dz

M

and

x — ax        x — a2        y y        z — c        z — c
Ii     Z        'J*    Z JiZ. +J2Z    J\^~Z      r/2~T.

'1 '2 1 '2 '1 2

dx dy dz

fx — ax     j.x — a2    ¿y      j.y     fz~c     sz~c
J2     Z      +Jx     Z f2Z +JiZ~     *2~~Z      e~fi~Z

'1 '2 '1 '2 '1 '2

= 0,

= 0,

respectively, where

r=+\/(x-aff + y2 + (z-c)2 (¿ = 1,2).

It is easy to see that the integral curves of both (v) and (f) lie in the one-

parameter family of planes

(0) y = Kx(z-c).

By means of this relation, r becomes

+ ^-«i)2 + (l + ^)y2 ;.- = i, 2).

Then the differential equation for determining the integral curves of (v) in any

one of the planes (0) is

(7T)

dx

f      x~ai        ,f      x~a2
A:

dn

V(x-ax)2+n2   j2V(x-a2)2+n2 JW(x-ax)2+v2   J2x/(x-a2)2+r,

= 0,

where

"=^1+^ 2y
1

and represents the perpendicular distance from the right line PXP2.    If now

we put

x — ai n
(p) cos to, = ' , sin co, =

1      V(x-ai)2 + n2'    V(x-ai)2 + n

equation (tt) becomes

dr¡   f sin co +f sin m
(a) =0.

dx   fx cos cox +f2 cos eo2

From equations (p) we find

ax + a2     ax — a2   sin (a> + m) a, — a2   2 sin a>x sin <u2
(t)     x-g—=—¿5-„;„ ,„-r~\, V =

2       sin (a^ — w2)' 2        sin ( ítfj — a>2 )
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If we make these substitutions in (cr), we get the differential equation

(v) -.—f-—r [/. sin m dco +f„ sin co dm ] = 0,
w a\n(cùx — cû2)K-Jl l     l    J* x      2J

or

("0 /i ri d«>i +/,»", dco2 = 0,

since
sin eo sin «a

ri = (ai — a2)^—?-—\>        r2 = (ai —a2)^~~?-—\-
1      v  »        2/sm (eox — a>2) 2      K   l        2' sin (a>x — m2)

To get the corresponding equation for (£), interchange fx and/2 in (vx).

Let us now find the solutions of (v) and (^) when

(+) /i = ? and        /.-*.
'l '2

where J!ft and Jf2 are constants.    Then fx and f2 are independent of «j.    For

these functions, the solution of equation (vx) is

(X) Mxcox + M2co2 = K,

where K is the constant of integration.    If we interchange fx and f2 in (v), we

get the equation

M2 csc2 a>x da>x + Mx csc2 <u2 dco2 = 0,

whence

(i/r) M2 ctn £u1 + JtTj ctn <»2 = C,

where C is the constant of integration.    From (p)

ce ¡i !■ a
ctn w. =- ( i = 1, 2 ),

and therefore (i/r) becomes

(*,) C4j-(Jf¡ + Jf1)«-(lf1aI + ilfIa1).

Therefore for the functions (ep) the solution of (v) is given by the equations (%)

and (o), and that of (|) by the equations (i/>) and (o).    That is :

1) For the functions ($), the integral curves of (v) are the lines of force of a

field due to two centers of force situated at Fx and P2, the intensity of the

force due to each center being proportional to the reciprocal of the distance

from that center.*

2) For the functions (eb), the integral curves of (f ) are the right lines which

pass through the point O' on PXP2, at which the force of the above field is zero.

*For a method of making these curves physically evident see a note by the author :

Bulletin of American Mathematical Society, vol. 12 (1906), p. 425.
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For the functions (<b), f2 —f\ 4= 0 everywhere except on the sphere

(co) M2xr22-M¡r2x = 0.

This sphere has Px and P2 as a pair of conjugate points, and passes through

the point O'.

Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9 show the integral curves of (v) and (f ) which lie in a plane

W,=l:-l. M1:M,=2.--1.

Fig. 6. Fig. 8.

through PXP2 for the particular cases in which Mx and M2 of the particular

functions (eb) have the values indicated. The dotted-and-dashed curve is a sec-

tion of the sphere (co) by a plane through PXP2.

By Theorem 7, the surface (a) is also the locus of the brilliant points of the

right lines through O, and of each of the congruences (0), (k), and (p), with

respect to each of the pairs of congruences represented in section in Figs. 6, 7,

8, 9.    The sphere shown in section by the dotted-and-dashed curve is excluded
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from the region 2. The direction of propagation of the lines of force being

from Px, and that of the right lines through O' being toward O', the distribu-

tion of the actual and virtual brilliant points is the same with respect to these

congruences as with respect to Px and P2.

II.  Brilliant Points of Surfaces.

§ 6. Definitions, classification and conditions.

As a generalization of Definition a and its complement (see Introduction) we

have the following:

Definition 5. Let t be a surface with a continuously turning tangent "plane

which lies in 2. A point P on í is said to be a brilliant point of t with

respect to the two congruences (2) when the directions of propagation of the

two congruences (2) at P lie in one plane through the normal to t at P and

the angle formed at P by these two directions is bisected either externally or

internally by this normal.*

This definition does not include the cases in which the directions of propaga-

tion of the two congruences (2) at P are equal or opposite along any right line

through P, except the normal and a tangent line.

If, in the figures of § 1, lx and l2 are tangents át P to the curves of the two

congruences (2) which pass through P and I is the normal to t at P, then all

the possibilities of Definition 6 are shown in the first, third and fourth figures.

Of the two following definitions, the first includes, besides the possibilities of

Definition 5, those shown in the second figure; and the second includes, besides

the possibilities of Definition 5, those shown in the fifth figure.

Definitiona 6. Let the a surface with a continuously turning tangent plane

which lies in 2. A point P on t is said to be a {£u¡} extended brilliant

point of t with respect to the two congruences (2), when it is an {Seme} brilliant

point of a curve c which cuts the surface t orthogonally at P, with respect to

the two congruences (2).

The point P is said to be an actual or a virtual brilliant point of t according

as it is a virtual or an actual brilliant point of c.

A one-parameter family of surfaces may be represented by the equation

(50) F(x,y,z)=C,

in which C represents the parameter. Let us assume that the first partial

derivatives of F, namely Fx, F , Fs, satisfy in 2 the same conditions which

* If we apply this definition to the case in which Xi = x — a¡, Fi = y — b¡, Zi = z — c¡, where

ai, ii, en are the coordinates of Pi ( i = 1, 2 ), we get Definition a and its complement.
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X, Y, Z satisfy.    Then the system of differential equations

(51)
dx    dy    dz

¡F    F    F
= 0

represents the congruence of curves which cut the surfaces (50) orthogonally.

From Definitions 6 and Theorems 2 and 4 the following theorems are imme-

diately deduced :

Theorem 8. The necessary and sufficient conditions that a point P of the

region 2 should be a first extended brilliant point of that one of the surfaces

(50) which passes through P, with respect to the two congruences (2), may be

expressed in either of the following two ways : a) the point P satisfies the two

equations

(52) n = o,       A = 0,

where il and A are the expressions obtained from il and A respectively by

replacing X, Y, Z by Fx, Fy, Fz respectively ; b) the point P satisfies either

the system of equations

(53)
Xx + X2    Yx+Y2

or the system of equations

F_

(54)
F

^1-^2 Y — Y■* 1 "* 2

F
z

Zx + Z2

F
z

Z,-Z„

= 0,

= 0.

Furthermore, when U2 + V2 + W2 > 0, P is an actual or a virtual brilliant

according as it satisfies (53) or (54).

Theorem 9. The necessary and sufficient conditions that a point P of the

region 2 should be a second extended brilliant point of that one of the surfaces

(50) which passes through P, with respect to the two congruences (2), is that

F satisfies the three equations

(55)
t.   U,

= 0,
Y*= o,

K   Wx

= 0,

where t., L7, Vt, Wi are the expressions obtained from t, U^ V¡, ^(¿ = 1,2)

respectively by replacing X, Y, Z by F , F , F respectively.*

We may now easily deduce

Theorem 10. The necessary and sufficient conditions that a point P of

the region 2 should be a brilliant point of that one of the surfaces (50) which

*See corollary and footnote to Theorem 4.
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passes through P, with respect to the two congruences (2), may be expressed

in either of the following two ways :

a) The point P satisfies either the equations (52) [or (53) or (54)] and the

inequality U2 + V2 + W2 > 0, or one of the systems of equations

ij=V=W=ü]=Ví=Wí = 0  «=i,2),      U=V=W=tJ=0   (¿ = i,2).

6) The point P satisfies either the equations (55) and the inequality

tx ■ t2 4= 0, or the system of equations U=V=W=tx=t2 = 0.

§7. Invariance of the conditions for brilliant points.

In § 4 it was shown that the expression il is changed into the expression (49)

by the substitution of the expressions (43) for Xx, Yx, Zx and the expressions

(44) for X2, Y2, Z2. The same substitution changes the expression A into the

expression

where k is the non-vanishing expression 1¡V(X\ + Y\ + Z\)(X\ + Y22 + Z22).

As the analogon of Theorem 6 we therefore have

Theorem 11. .If\ in the portion of'the region?, forwhich U2+ V2+ W2>0

and fl —fl 4= 0, F {£„„,} a brilliant point (second extended brilliant point)

of that one of the surfaces (50) which passes through P, with respect to the

two congruences (2), then it {%not} a brilliant point (second extended brilliant

point) of the same surface with respect to the two congruences (47) and (48),

for every choice of the functions fx andf2.

§ 8. An example.

For the one-parameter family of surfaces (50) let us take the concentric

spheres

(*r) x2+y2 + z2 = C,

of which the common center is the origin O = ( 0, 0, 0 ). The orthogonal con-

gruence (51) is the two-parameter family of right lines which pass through O.

The loci of the extra and extreme brilliant points of this congruence, with

respect to the two points Px and P2, were found in § 5. The locus of the extra

brilliant points consists of the right line (ß) and the cubic (7). By Theorem 8

these curves are also the locus of the first extended brilliant points of the spheres

(•nr) with respect to Px and P2. The locus of the extreme brilliant points of

the right lines through O consists of the cubic (7) and the circle (8). By

Theorem 9 these curves are also the locus of the second extended brilliant points

of the spheres (w) with respect to Fx and P2.    By Theorem 10 the cubic (7) is
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the locus of the brilliant points of the spheres (w) with respect to Px and P2.

The portion of the cubic (7) which is drawn dotted in Fig. 5 is the locus of

the actual, and that which is drawn full, the locus of the virtual brilliant points

of the spheres (nr).

By Theorem 11, in the portion of space which excludes the right line (ß) and

the locus fl —fl = 0, the curve (7) and the pair of curves (7), (8) are the loci

of the brilliant points and second extended brilliant points respectively of the

spheres (w), with respect to the two congruences (v) and (£), for every choice of

the functions fx and f2. Four particular cases of the pairs of congruences (v),

(!) are represented in Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, which have already been described.

III.   Special Properties.

§ 9. Brilliant points as points of contact.

In the portion of the region 2 for which U2 + V2 + W2 > 0, each of the

three systems of differential equations

dx dy dz

(56)

(57)

Xx-X2   Yx- y2 zx-z2
= 0,

dx dy dz

Xx+X2   Yx+Y2  Zx + Z2

= 0,

= 0,
I dx    dy    dz

I U   V   w
represents a congruence.

Let us suppose that both of the congruences (56) are normal congruences *

and that the corresponding families of orthogonal surfaces are represented by

the equations

(58) Fx(x,y,z) = Cx        and        F2(x,y,z) = C2

respectively. The planes -irx and 7r2 defined in § 4 are the tangent planes at

P = (£, V, 0 to the surfaces Fx(x, y, z) = Fx(^, -n, £) and Ffx, y, z) = F2(%, n, Ç)

respectively, these surfaces being the members of the families (58) which pass

through P.    From this fact flows the following theorem about curves :

:A congruence
dx   dy    dz

X   Y    Z
-0

is a normal congruence when there exists a one-parameter family of surfaces which cut orthogonally

the ourves of the congruence.   The necessary and sufficient condition for this is that the equation

(BY_BZ\

X\Bz       By) '(ï-ï)+'(f-ï)-
is identically satisfied.
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Theorem 12. In the portion of the region "Zfor which U2 + V2 + W2 > 0,

a point P = (£, v, £) of a curve c is, or is not, a brilliant point of c with

respect to the two congruences (2), according as c is, or is not, tangent at P to at

least one of the two surfaces F{(x, y, z) = F^, n, f), (¿ = 1,2). Further-

more if eis tangent at P to only one of the surfaces F.(x, y,z) = F{(^, v, ?),

(¿— 1, 2), P is actual or virtual according as c is tangent to F2(x, y, z)=F2(%, n, t, )

or Fx(x, y, z) ■= Fx(%, v, f) ; and if c is tangent at P to both of these sur-

faces, P is an exceptional brilliant point.

Let us now suppose that the congruence (57) is also normal and that the

corresponding family of orthogonal surfaces is represented by the equation

(59) V(x,y,z) = C.

Then we have the following theorem about surfaces :

Theorem 13. In the portion of the region 2 for which U2 + V'2 + W2 > 0,

a point P = (!, ti, K) of a surface t is, or is not, {¡¡Sn^^} oft

with respect to the two congruences (2), according as t is, or is not, tangent at

P to one of the {*£,} surfaces {jjfc * *>=f«f; $ g; <£}; ¡{ ̂  y> z)=^(¡ „, fí}. Further-

more P is actual or virtual according as t is tangent to F2(x,y,z) = F2(Ç,n,Ç)

or Fx(x,y,z) = Fx(£,v, £)•

Remark. All the facts stated in Theorems 12 and 13 are true, not only

with respect to the two congruences (2), but also uñih respect to the two con-

gruences (47), (48), for every choice of the functions fx and f2, provided that

the portion of 2 in which f I —fl = 0 be also excluded.

In the examples of §§ 5 and 8 the two one-parameter families of surfaces (58)

are the ellipsoids and hyperboloids of revolution of which Fx and P2 are the

common foci and PXP2 is the common axis, and the family (59) is the family of

planes which pass through PxPr These three families of surfaces form a triply

orthogonal system. This is always true of the three families (58), (59), since

the planes irx and 7r2 are perpendicular and intersect in p.

§ 10.   Optical interpretations.

In the example of § 5, the points Px and P2 may be regarded as a point

source of light and the eye of an observer respectively, and the right lines

which pass through O, as reflecting wires of small gauge. The observer will

then see as a bright surface the locus of the actual brilliant points. If the

circles (k) were reflecting wires, the observer would see as a bright surface the

locus of the virtual brilliant points of the right lines which pass through 0.

In general the curves of congruence (1) may be regarded as reflecting wires

of small gauge, as may also the curves of the congruences (40) and (41). Under

certain conditions the curves of congruences (2) may be regarded as rays of light.
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The conditions under which the curves of a congruence

m %-x,   %-r,    *-i.

may be regarded as rays of light in a medium of variable index of refraction

n(x, y, z) are those under which the system of partial differential equations*

(«D  «£+<r--.)S+M-£--.(£*+£r+£i).

have a common solution.

The system of equations (61) is merely another form of the system of equations

,„..       d f   dx\     Bn d f   dy\     on d (   dz\.    dn
(62)     ds{nds)-dx- = 0'       ds\nds)-dy=^     ds{nds)-&=°>

which is obtained by minimizing the integral

£JJ)
n(x, y, z)ds.\

. >

When, in particular, congruence (60) is rectilinear, the coefficients of n in the

right members of equations (61) are identically zero. When this is the case,

we have the

Theorem 14. The necessary and sufficient condition that the lines of a

rectilinear congruence may be regarded as rays of light, is that the congruence

be a normal congruence.

In order to prove this, let us denote by u, v, w the determinants of the matrix

formed from the coefficients of left members of the last two of the equations (61).

They are found to be :

u = XX,        v=X Y,        w = XZ.

* These three equations reduce to two, as is verified by multiplying in succession by X, Y, Z,

adding, and making use of the relations

i« + f» + *-i,       X^X+Y^Y+Z^Z=0 «=»,„,«).

tit is assumed that n is positive for all values of x, y, z.    See APPELL, Traité de mécanique

rationnelle, vol. 1, §§ 146, 150; A. WlNKKLMANN, Handbuch der Physik (1893), vol. '¿x, p. 344.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 19
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Therefore by a well-known theorem * and identity,! the necessary and sufficient

condition that there exists a function n which will make the left members of

the last two of equations (61) vanish, is that X2D vanishes identically, where

n      ^(dY    dZ\      -fdZ     eX\      „IdX    3Y\
n = X\^-ty)+r\te-l>z)+Z\-edy---äx-)'

For the other two pairs of the left members of equations (61) we find Y2 D

and Z2 D instead of X2- D. Since not all three of the expressions X, Y, Z

vanish at the same point, it follows that D = 0. But this is the condition that

congruence (60) be normal.    Hence the theorem.

By means of a theorem due to Levi-Civita J a congruence which is normal

and rectilinear may be refracted (or in particular reflected) into any other con-

gruence which is normal and rectilinear. Therefore any normal rectilinear

congruence may be refracted (or reflected) into a two-parameter family of radi-

ating right lines. Therefore if the congruences (2) are normal and rectilinear,

it is possible to find surfaces at which they may be refracted or reflected into

families of radiating right lines. At the radiants of these two families, a point

source of light and the eye of an observer may be placed. The curves of con-

gruence (1) being regarded as reflecting wires of small gauge, the observer

whose eye is at one of the radiants will see as a bright surface the locus of the

actual brilliant points due to the source of light at the other radiant.

* Theobem. The necessary and sufficient condition that the two independent linear partial differential

equations

Xi(x,y,z)^ + Yx(x,y,z)^ + Zx(x,y,z)^ = 0,

*.(*, 9, *)% + Y2(x,y, t)5l + Z2(x, y, z) ^ = 0

have a common solution is that the equation

»(Ç-ÏMÏ-ÏMf-S)-*
n is lit :

\YX   Zx\ I Zx   Xx I I X!    Yx I
(7=1 I,       V=i i,       W=> ,

\Y2   Z2\ | Z2   X21 | X2    Y21
enucally satisfied

T Identity :

„(aîa_a^i)+.r(agi_!i«i)+-(ajx,_!îp)

-[»(ï-SMîf-SMïM?)]-
X Theorem. Two rectilinear congruences (both normal or both non-normal) are always obtainable one

from the other by means of a finite number of refractions. More precisely, for the normal congruences one

refraction suffices, for the others there occur in general two. The indices of refraction may be taken at

pleasure, in particular equal to — 1, which corresponds to reflection.

See R. Accademia dei Lincei, Rendiconti, ser. 5, vol. 91 (1900), pp. 185 and 237.
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Another kind of optical interpretation may also be given to the example of

§ 5 and, under certain broad restrictions, to the general problem of § 2. It is

evident from Theorem 12 that the surface (a) of § 5 may be regarded as the

locus of the lines of shade of the ellipsoids and hyperboloids of revolution of

which Px and P2 are the common foci, with regard to the rays of light which

emanate from a point source at 0. The portion of the surface (a) which is the

locus of the actual brilliant points is the locus of the lines of shade of the ellip-

soids, and that which is the locus of the virtual brilliant points is the locus of

the lines of shade of the hyperboloids.    Thus we deduce

A property of surface (a). The surface (a), § 5, has a generation of conies,

the conic-generator being the intersection of the quadric surface of revolution

of which Px and P2 ave the foci with the polar plane of this quadric surface

with respect to the origin O.   These conic-generators are in general not circles.

If the congruences (56) are normal, surfaces exist for the general problem of

§ 2 which play the rôle of the ellipsoids and hyperboloids in the example of § 5.

These are the surfaces (58). The locus of the brilliant points of congruence (1)

with respect to the two congruences (2) may then be regarded as the locus of

the lines of shade of the surfaces (58) with regard to the congruence (1), or any

of the congruences (40) or (41), for every choice of the functions m and n.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Boston, Mass.


